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(54) Method for supporting a joint activity of a plurality of remote communication devices

(57) The present invention relates to a method for
supporting a joint activity of a plurality of remote commu-
nication devices each remote communications device of
the plurality of remote communications devices being
coupled to a server device over a communications net-
work wherein the method of the present invention com-
prises the steps of a first communications device captur-
ing physical objects of a real environment and a respec-
tive motion of such physical objects and the server device
analyzing the physical objects of a real environment and
a respective motion of such physical objects captured at
the first communications device, the step of generating

a 3D representation of the real environment at the first
communications device based on the analyzing the phys-
ical objects of a real environment and a respective motion
of such physical objects captured at said first communi-
cations device, the step of augmenting a real environ-
ment of the second communications device with the 3D
representation of the real environment at the first com-
munications device and optional step of generating a
conflict resolution instruction for a communications de-
vice of the plurality of communications devices at least
based on the analyzing of the physical objects of a real
environment and a respective motion of such physical
objects captured at the first communications device.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method, a
system, a related communications device and a related
server device for supporting a joint activity of a plurality
of remote communication devices.
[0002] Such a method and a system for supporting a
joint activity of a plurality of remote communication de-
vices, is well known in the art, e.g. from online gaming
systems which are becoming more and more popular, or
from shared online document processing like common
document editing, collaborative painting.
[0003] In such online gaming systems, users only are
able to use a mouse or keyboard, a touch-screen etc. of
a communications device for controlling such online
game like a poke -, chess game or other game. This
interface for controlling such an online game does not
render a same gaming experience as a real poke game
or chess game where people are present around a table
and play the game with real cards or real pieces which
creates a more immersive and social experience.
[0004] Disadvantageously, currently in such system
and method it is not possible to provide a first communi-
cations device of a plurality of communications devices
with control of a second and/or further communications
device of a plurality of communications devices where
each remote communications devices of the plurality of
communications devices is involved in the joint activity.
[0005] An objective of the present invention is to pro-
vide a method, a system, a related communications de-
vice and server device of the above known type but
wherein the joint activity of the second or further commu-
nications devices can be controlled by a first communi-
cations device.
[0006] According to the invention, this object is
achieved by the method for supporting a joint activity of
a plurality of remote communications devices according
to claim 1, a related system according to claim 5, a related
remote communications device according to claim 9, a
related server device according to claim 10 and a related
second remote communications device according to
claim 14.
[0007] Indeed by a first communications device cap-
turing the presence of physical objects of a real environ-
ment at the first communications device and a respective
motion of such physical objects which step is succeeded,
possibly by a server device analyzing the presence of
physical objects and the respective motion of these phys-
ical objects of the real environment captured and gener-
ating a 3-Dimensional representation of the real environ-
ment at the first communications device based on the
analyzing of the presence of physical objects of a real
environment and a respective motion of such physical
objects at the first communications device captured and
subsequently a real environment of the second commu-
nications device is augmented with the generated 3-Di-
mensional representation of the real environment at the
first communications device and optionally a conflict res-

olution instruction for a communications device of the
plurality of communications devices may be generated
at least based on the analyzing of the physical objects
of a real environment and a respective motion of such
physical objects at the first communications device cap-
tured.
[0008] Hence based on the analysis of the captured
physical objects of a real environment at the first com-
munications device and a respective motion of such
physical objects, a 3-Dimensional representation of the
real environment at the first communications device is
generated that in turn is applied for augmenting a real
environment belonging to the second and/or further com-
munications device.
[0009] Such joint activity may be a gaming activity like
a chess game, a poke game or but alternatively may also
include joint document processing collaborative painting
or any other suitable shared activity.
[0010] Such physical object may be chess-piece in
case of a chess game, be a, or alternatively a pen a finger
or other object forming part of the real environment of a
communications device.
[0011] Furthermore the step of augmenting is the en-
riching of the real environment of a second or further
communications device with a virtual component being
a 3 dimensional representation of the real environment
of the first communications device. In this way the real
environment of a first communications device is complet-
ed with a 3 dimensional representation of a the real en-
vironment of the other participants in the joint activity to-
gether forming the complete environment the joint activity
is taking place in.
[0012] Another characterizing embodiment of the
present invention is disclosed in claim 2, claim 6 and
claim 11.
[0013] An additional feature of the present invention is
that a conflict resolution instruction can be generated for
a communications device of the plurality of communica-
tions devices at least based on the analyzing of the pres-
ence of physical objects of a real environment and a re-
spective motion of such physical objects captured at the
first communications device.
[0014] Moreover, the analysis, in case of a conflict sit-
uation, is applied for generating a conflict resolution in-
struction for a communications device of the plurality of
communications devices at least based on the analyzing
of the presence and physical objects and their respective
motion.
[0015] An example of such a conflict is the collision of
a real piece and a virtual piece in a chess game.
[0016] Conflict examples are related to the game rules.
For instance, in the GO game (see http://en.wikipe-
dia.org/wiki/Go_%28game%29), there is a conflict when
a piece gets surrounded by a few pieces from the other
partner.
[0017] In one of the poke games (there are many poke
games with different rules.), the conflict could be that the
current card is bigger than the previous one.
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[0018] A server device may generate a conflict reso-
lution instruction and subsequently send a notification to
one or more of the involved communications devices,
depending on the situation, notifying that one of the piec-
es is defeated. For some joint activities like some games
such conflict resolution may be required, for other the
feature is not.
[0019] At first the presence and location of a real game
piece like a chess piece in the chess game, a card in the
poke game, a black or white piece in the GO game and
so on, is detected . Subsequently a conflict resolution
part may detect conflicts and provide corresponding in-
structions to users. The conflict resolution part further is
adapted to calculate some potential confliction based on
game rules.
[0020] For instance in the GO game, once the system
detects a group of black pieces is surrounded by a group
of white pieces being a conflict in this situation, an in-
struction may be sent to both players indicating that all
the black pieces should be removed. So the player with
black pieces should manually remove those real black
pieces from the board. As a consequence, the virtual
black pieces on the screen of the other player disappear.
[0021] Another characterizing embodiment of the
present invention is disclosed in claim 3, claim 7 and
claim 12.
[0022] The generating of a conflict resolution instruc-
tion additionally is based on at least one rule of the joint
activity. For instance in case the joint activity is a game,
rules of such games are to be taken into account in de-
termining such instruction. Such rule may deal with the
avoidance of a collision between actions taken or a status
of each of the remote communications devices.
[0023] Rule1: In chess game, if there is a collision be-
tween two pieces, remove the previous piece in that lo-
cation
[0024] Rule 2: In the GO game, if a white piece gets
surrounded by a group of black pieces, remove the white
piece
[0025] Rule 3: In one of the poke games, if the current
card is bigger than the previous one, remove the previous
card.
[0026] Another characterizing embodiment of the
present invention is disclosed in claim 4, claim 8 and
claim 13.
[0027] The generating of a conflict resolution instruc-
tion additionally is based on the analyzing of the physical
objects and their respective motion of these physical ob-
jects of the real environment captured at a second or
further communications device of the plurality of commu-
nications devices.
[0028] It is to be noticed that the term ’comprising’,
used in the claims, should not be interpreted as being
restricted to the means listed thereafter. Thus, the scope
of the expression ’a device comprising means A and B’
should not be limited to devices consisting only of com-
ponents A and B. It means that with respect to the present
invention, the only relevant components of the device are

A and B.
[0029] Similarly, it is to be noticed that the term ’cou-
pled’, also used in the claims, should not be interpreted
as being restricted to direct connections only. Thus, the
scope of the expression ’a device A coupled to a device
B’ should not be limited to devices or systems wherein
an output of device A is directly connected to an input of
device B. It means that there exists a path between an
output of A and an input of B which may be a path includ-
ing other devices or means.
[0030] The above and other objects and features of
the invention will become more apparent and the inven-
tion itself will be best understood by referring to the fol-
lowing description of an embodiment taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings wherein:

Fig. 1 represents a system for supporting a joint ac-
tivity of a plurality of remote communication devices
including communication devices CD1 and CD2 and
server device SD; and.
Fig. 2 represents the functional structure of a remote
communications device CD1 according to the
present invention; and
Fig. 3 represents the functional structure of a server
device SD according to the present invention.

[0031] In the following paragraphs, referring to the
drawings, an implementation of the Method for support-
ing a joint activity of a plurality of remote communication
devices according to the present invention will be de-
scribed.
[0032] In the first paragraph of this description the main
elements of this system with its functional parts as pre-
sented in respective figures FIG. 1, FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 are
described. In the second paragraph, all connections be-
tween the before mentioned network elements and de-
scribed functional parts are defined. In the succeeding
paragraph the actual execution of the method for sup-
porting a joint activity of a plurality of remote communi-
cation devices, is described.
[0033] A first essential element of this embodiment of
the present invention, as presented in FIG. 1, is a first
remote communications device CD1. Such first remote
communications device may be any data communica-
tions device being coupled with or including means for
detecting the presence and movement of physical ob-
jects of a real environment and a respective motion of
such physical objects at said first communications device
CD1 where these object for instance are gaming pieces,
cards, dices, or a pencil, a finger or on another object
forming part of such real environment of such first com-
munications device CD1.
[0034] Applicable technologies for detecting motion
and presence of such a physical object are RFID tech-
nology, MultiTouch Screens, camera’s for capturing mo-
tion etc. When RFID technology is used, the presence
and motion detection is based on the decoupling of an
RFID tag (a piece) from a previous location (reader) and
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the couple of the tag with a new location. The decoupling
refers to move away and the  coupling means arriving at.
If Multi Touch Technology is applied, the similar principal
is used to detect the movement of pieces.
[0035] A further essential element of the present in-
vention is a Server device SD that is able to deal with
centrally processing of the detected motion of the phys-
ical objects of a real environment at the first communi-
cations device CD1 and subsequently taking care of gen-
erating a 3-Dimensional representation of the real envi-
ronment at the second and/or further communications
device and optionally being adapted to handle conflict
resolution being the, in case of a conflict situation, gen-
erating of a conflict resolution instruction for a communi-
cations device of the plurality of communications devices
at least based on the analyzing of the physical objects
of a real environment and a respective motion of such
physical objects at the first communications device cap-
tured.
[0036] A further essential element of the present in-
vention is a second or further remote Communications
device CD2 which device is adapted to augment the real
environment of this second or further communications
device with the 3-Dimensional representation of the real
environment at the first communications device. Such
augmenting of the real environment of such second or
further communications device may be applied with a
module adapted to show a virtual object e.g. a chess
piece in 3D. The 3-Dimensional model of the object can
be derived in two ways. It can be a pre-stored 3D model
or it can be a reconstructed 3D model where the 3D model
is reconstructed based on the camera input. Then the
3D models of different objects, e.g. chess pieces will be
represented in the real environment of the second com-
munications device CD2, e.g. be put on top of the real
board belonging to the second communications device
CD2. Shadows of those virtual objects can be generated
by putting a light source that is in line with the light from
real environment.
[0037] Each of the remote communication devices
CD1, CD2 are coupled to the server device SD over a
communications network CN possibly including networks
like the internet, a mobile network or any other suitable
connection over any combination of communication tech-
nologies, e.g. Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Ethernet, Internet Proto-
col networks etc.
[0038] The first Communications device CD1 compris-
es a capturing part CP that is able to capture presence
of physical objects of a real environment and a respective
motion of such physical objects at the first communica-
tions device CD1. The capturing  part CP may be include
RFID technology for detecting motion of such a physical
object, MultiTouch Screens, where multitouch further is
referred to as MTT screen, or camera’s for capturing mo-
tion etc. When RFID technology is used, the motion de-
tection is based on the decoupling of an RFID tag (an
object like a chess piece) from a previous location (read-
er) and the coupling of the tag with a new location. The

decoupling refers to move away and the coupling means
arriving at. If Multi Touch Technology is applied, the sim-
ilar principal is used to detect the movement of pieces.
[0039] Such communications device may include an
augmenting part AUP that is adapted to augment the real
environment of a communications device with a 3D rep-
resentation of the real environment at one or more other
or further communications device. Such augmenting part
AUP at a certain remote device is a module that is able
to show a virtual object present at another remote device
in 3-Dimensional manner. The 3D model of the captured
physical object at a second remote communications de-
vice can be derived in two ways. It can be a pre-stored
3D model or it can be a reconstructed 3D model derived
from the camera input of the capturing part CP of a first
communications device. Then the 3D models of different
pieces will be presented on in the real environment of a
second communications device, e.g. on top of a virtual
board. Shadows of those virtual pieces can be generated
by putting a light source that is in line with the light from
real environment.
[0040] The communications device CD1 further in-
cludes an interfacing part IP that is adapted to exchange
signals between the communications device and the
server device over the communications network CN.
[0041] Additionally the communications device may in-
clude a conflict resolving part CRP’ that is adapted to
handle the conflict resolution instruction which may in-
clude the presentation of the conflict situation and an
instruction to overcome the situation e.g. "remove piece"
in case of chess game
[0042] The first communications device CD1 has an
interfacing part IP that has an input/output-terminal that
is at the same time an input/output terminal of the first
communications device CD1. The capturing part CP is
coupled with an output to an input of the interfacing part
IP. Further, the augmenting part AUP is coupled with an
input to an output of the interfacing part IP and addition-
ally the conflict resolving part CRP’ has an is coupled
with an input to an output of the interfacing part IP.
[0043] The second communications devices CD2 pos-
sess a similar functional structure as the first communi-
cations device CD1.
[0044] The Server device SD comprises an analysis
part AP that is able to analyze the physical objects of a
real environment and a respective motion of such phys-
ical objects at the first communications device CD1 cap-
tured and a 3-dimensional representation generating part
3DGP that is able to generate a 3D representation of the
real environment at the first communications device CD1
based on the analyzing of the physical objects of a real
environment and a respective motion of such physical
objects at the first communications device CD1 captured
and furthermore a conflict resolution part CRP that is
adapted to generate, in case of a conflict situation, a con-
flict resolution instruction for at least one communications
device of the plurality of communications devices at least
based on the analyzing of the physical objects of a real
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environment and a respective motion of such physical
objects at the first communications device CD1 captured.
[0045] The server device SD further includes an inter-
facing part IP1 that is adapted to exchange signals be-
tween the communications device and the server device
over the communications network CN.
[0046] The server device SD1 has an interfacing part
IP1 that has an input/output-terminal that is at the same
time an input/output terminal of the server device SD.
The interfacing part IP1 is coupled with an output to an
input of the analysis part AP that in turn is coupled with
an output to an input of the 3-dimensional representation
generating part 3-DGP and additionally the analysis part
AP is coupled with an output to an input of the conflict
resolution part CRP that in turn is coupled with an output
to an input of the interfacing part IP1. The 3-dimensional
representation generating part 3-DGP in turn is coupled
with an output to a further input of the interfacing part IP1.
[0047] In order to explain the present invention it is
assumed that, in this embodiment of the present inven-
tion, the joint activity is a chess game being played with
two players being located remotely and each player hav-
ing a respective communications device CD1, CD2. Each
of the communications devices CD1, CD 2 is coupled to
the internet over an ADSL access network and a wireless
home network. The server device SD for supporting the
joint activity being the chess game in this embodiment is
also coupled to the internet network CN via a wire (Eth-
ernet, FTTH, USB, etc.) or a wireless (Bluetooth, wifi,
3G, LTE, etc.) connection.
[0048] Both the first communications device CD1 and
the second communications device CD2 having a real
environment that is formed by a chess board, and chess
pieces. Both the chess board of the first communications
device CD1 and the chess board of the second commu-
nications device CD2 are in this embodiment assumed
to be a Multi-Touch Table. The chess board belonging
to the first communications device CD1 is equipped with
black chess pieces only and the chess board belonging
to the second communications device CD2 is equipped
with white chess pieces only.
[0049] During the chess game, one player only moves
white chess pieces and the second player only moves
the black chess pieces.
[0050] Further, the capturing part CP of the first com-
munications device CD1 is implemented with a camera
for capturing the presence and motion of the chess pieces
located on the chess board belonging to the first com-
munications device CD1.
[0051] Alternatively, the first communications device
CD1 may be equipped with a capturing part CP being
the multi-touch screen where the location and motion of
each of the chess pieces is detected based on the touch-
ing of the pieces at the screen.
[0052] Hence the camera or a plurality of camera’s
capture the physical objects of a real environment, i.e.
the black chess pieces on the chess board belonging to
communications device CD1 and a additionally capture

a motion of each of such chess pieces. The recorded
signal of the camera, or the plurality of camera’s, repre-
senting the physical objects of a real environment of the
first communications device CD1, i.e. the black chess
pieces on the chess board and additionally their motion
on the chess board further referred to as the capture sig-
nal is forwarded by means of the interfacing part IP to-
wards the server device SD over the communications
network CN. Subsequently the interfacing part IP1 re-
ceives the capture signal and provides the analysis part
AP of the server device SD with the capture signal from
communications device CD1. The analysis part AP upon
receipt analyzes the capture signal, i.e. the signal repre-
senting the physical objects of a real environment of the
first communications device which are the black chess
pieces on the chess board and additionally their motion
on the chess board. Based on the analysis of the capture
signal, the analysis part AP constructs a three dimen-
sional, further referred to as 3-D, virtual representation
of the black chess pieces on the chess board belonging
to the first communications device CD1.
[0053] Subsequently, the 3-dimensional representa-
tion generating part 3DGP generates a 3D representation
of the real environment at the first communications de-
vice CD1 that is based on the analyzing of the physical
objects of a real environment and a respective motion of
such physical objects at the first communications device
CD1 captured. A signal representing the three dimen-
sional virtual representation of the black chess pieces on
the chess board belonging to the first communications
device CD1 is sent by means of the interfacing part IP1
towards the second communications device CD2. The
interfacing part of the second communications device
CD2 receives the signal representing the three dimen-
sional virtual representation of the black chess pieces on
the chess board belonging to the first communications
device CD1 and hands the signal over to the augmenting
part AUP that in turn augments the real environment of
the second communications device CD2 with the three
dimensional virtual representation of the black chess
pieces on the chess board belonging to the first commu-
nications device CD1. The augmenting is performed by
presenting realistically three dimensional virtual repre-
sentation of the black chess pieces on the chess board
belonging to the first communications device CD1 at the
chess board belonging to the second communications
device in complementing the present white chess pieces
on the chess board belonging to the second communi-
cations device with the three dimensional virtual repre-
sentation of the black chess pieces on the chess board
belonging to the first communications device CD1.
[0054] This realistic presentation of the three dimen-
sional virtual representation of the black chess pieces on
the chess board belonging to the first communications
device CD1 in augmentation of the real white chess piec-
es on the chess board belonging to the second commu-
nications device may involve many different kind of tech-
nologies. For instance the virtual chess board can not
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only be displayed on a MTT 3D screen, but also on a
projector screen. In that case both players have to wear
3D glasses to obtain the 3D effect. Alternatively goggle
technologies instead of the MTT 3D screen can be ap-
plied as well. The virtual chess board can also be dis-
played on a 3D screen so that players without 3D glasses
can also have a 3D view.
[0055] Additionally, based on the analysis of the cap-
ture signal the analysis part AP may detect a conflict
caused by a movement of a chess piece where subse-
quently are found two pieces in the same location i.e. a
virtual black chess piece and a real white chess piece
(on the chess board belonging to the second communi-
cations  device). As long as the motion detection module
detects a chess piece is moving onto a position where
there is already a chess piece present, a collision is de-
tected. It means the new corner is going to kill the old
inhabitant in case of the chess game. Hence, further the
conflict resolution part CRP, generates a conflict resolu-
tion instruction for the relevant communications device,
i.e. the communications device CD2 at least based on
the before described analysis by means of the analysis
part AP of communications device CD1 that analyzed
the chess pieces and their position on the chess board
belonging to the first communications device movement
physical objects of a real environment and a respective
motion of such physical objects at said first communica-
tions device CD1 captured.
[0056] The motion of the black chess piece onto a lo-
cation of a virtual white chess piece means that the new-
comer (black chess piece) is going to kill the old inhabitant
(virtual white chess piece) in case of a chess game.
Hence the conflict resolution part CRP generates an in-
struction saying which white chess piece is killed. Then
the real white chess piece is to be removed by the player.
[0057] Next the player at the second communications
device CD2 is to make a move with a white real chess
piece. The camera or a plurality of camera’s present at
the second communications device CD2 in turn capture
the physical objects of a real environment, i.e. the white
chess pieces on the chess board belonging to commu-
nications device CD2 and a additionally capture a motion
of each of such chess pieces. This and the subsequent
proceedings are similar to that described for the capturing
of the physical objects of a real environment at the second
communications device and the augmenting and conflict
resolution as described before.
[0058] It is to be noted that the other way around, the
real environment of the first communications device is
augmented as well based using the generated 3-D rep-
resentation of the real environment of the second com-
munications device CD2
[0059] It is to be noted that although the current dis-
closed embodiment deals with a joint activity being a
chess game other kinds of games like poker game, mo-
nopoly, or any other game which requires tangible game
pieces and even other activities such as document
processing or collaborative painting are applicable as

well and could have been disclosed instead.
[0060] A final remark is that embodiments of the
present invention are described above in terms of func-
tional blocks. From the functional description of these
blocks, given above, it will be apparent for a person skilled
in the art of designing electronic devices how embodi-
ments of these blocks can be manufactured with well-
known electronic components. A detailed architecture of
the contents of the functional blocks hence is not given.
[0061] While the principles of the invention have been
described above in connection with specific apparatus,
it is to be clearly understood that this description is merely
made by way of example and not as a limitation on the
scope of the invention, as defined in the appended
claims.

Claims

1. Method for supporting a joint activity of a plurality of
remote communication devices (CD1, CD2), each
remote communications device of said plurality of
remote communications devices (CD1, CD2) is cou-
pled to a server device (SD) over a communications
network (CN), CHARACTERISED IN THAT said
method comprises the steps of:

a. a first remote communications device (CD1)
capturing presence of at least one physical ob-
ject at a real environment of said first remote
communications device (CD1) and a respective
motion of said at least one physical object; and
b. said server device (SD), analyzing said pres-
ence of said at least one physical object at said
real environment of said first remote communi-
cations device (CD1) and a respective motion
of said at least one physical object captured by
said first remote communications device (CD1);
and
c. generating a 3-Dimensional representation of
said real environment at said first remote com-
munications device (CD1) based on said ana-
lyzing said at least one physical object of said
real environment of said first remote communi-
cations device (CD1) and a respective motion
of said at least one physical object captured by
said first remote communications device (CD1);
and
d. augmenting a real environment of a second
remote communications device (CD2) with said
3-Dimensional representation of said real envi-
ronment at said first remote communications de-
vice (CD1).

2. Method for supporting a joint activity of a plurality of
remote communication devices (CD1, CD2), accord-
ing to claim 1, CHARACTERISED IN THAT said
method further includes the step of:
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e. generating a conflict resolution instruction for
a remote communications device of said plural-
ity of remote communications devices (CD1,
CD2) at least based on said analyzing said at
least one physical object of said real environ-
ment of said first remote communications device
(CD1) and a respective motion of said at least
one physical object captured by said first com-
munications device (CD1).

3. Method for supporting a joint activity of a plurality of
remote communication devices (CD1, CD2), accord-
ing to claim 2, CHARACTERISED IN THAT said
generating a conflict resolution instruction addition-
ally based on at least one rule of said joint activity.

4. Method for supporting a joint activity of a plurality of
remote communication devices (CD1, CD2), accord-
ing to claim 2 or 3, CHARACTERISED IN THAT said
generating a conflict resolution instruction addition-
ally based on analyzing said at least one physical
object of said real environment of said second or
further remote communications device (CD2) and
said respective motion of said at least one physical
object captured by said second or further remote
communications device of said plurality of remote
communications devices (CD1, CD2).

5. System for supporting a joint activity of a plurality of
remote communication devices (CD1, CD2), said
system comprising a plurality of remote communica-
tion devices (CD1" CD2) and a server device (SD),
each remote communications device of said plurality
of remote communications devices (CD1" CD2) be-
ing coupled to said server device (SD) over a com-
munications network (CN), CHARACTERISED IN
THAT said system comprises:

a. a capturing part (CP) in said first remote com-
munications device (CD1), said capturing part
being adapted to capture presence of at least
one physical object of a real environment of said
first remote communications device (CD1) and
a respective motion of said at least one physical
object ; and
b. an analysis part (AP) in said server device
(SD) ???, adapted to analyze said presence of
said at least one physical object of a real envi-
ronment of said first remote communications de-
vice (CD1) and a respective motion of said at
least one physical objects captured by said first
communications device (CD1); and
c. 3-dimensional representation generating part
(3DGP), adapted to generate a 3-Dimensional
representation of said real environment of said
first remote communications device (CD1)
based on said analyzing said at least one phys-
ical object of said real environment of said first

remote communications device (CD1) and a re-
spective motion of said at least one physical ob-
ject captured by said first remote communica-
tions device (CD1); and
d. an augmenting part (AUP), adapted to aug-
ment a real environment of a second remote
communications device (CD2) with said 3-Di-
mensional representation of said real environ-
ment of said first remote communications device
(CD1).

6. System according to claim 5, CHARACTERISED IN
THAT said system further comprises:

e. a conflict resolution part (CRP), adapted to
generating a conflict resolution instruction for a
remote communications device of said plurality
of remote communications devices (CD1, CD2)
at least based on said analyzing said at least
one physical object of said real environment of
said first remote communications device (CD1)
and a respective motion of said at least one
physical object captured by said first remote
communications device (CD1).

7. System according to claim 6, CHARACTERISED IN
THAT said conflict resolution part (CRP), further is
adapted to generate a conflict resolution instruction
for each remote communications device of said plu-
rality of remote communications additionally based
on at least one rule of said joint activity

8. System according to claim 6 or 7, CHARACTER-
ISED IN THAT said conflict resolution part (CRP),
further is adapted to generate a conflict resolution
instruction for a remote communications device of
said plurality of remote communications devices
(CD1, CD2) additionally is based on analyzing said
at least one physical object of said second or further
remote communications device (CD2) and said re-
spective motion of said at least one physical object
of said real environment captured by said second or
further communications device of said plurality of
communications devices (CD1, CD2).

9. Remote communications device (CD1), for use in a
system according to claim 5, CHARACTERISED IN
THAT said remote communications device (CD1)
comprises:

a. a capturing part (CP) that is adapted to cap-
ture presence of at least one physical object of
a real environment of said first remote commu-
nications device (CD1) and a respective motion
of said at least one physical object at said first
remote communications device (CD1).

10. Server device (SD), for use in a system according
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to claim 5, CHARACTERISED IN THAT said Server
device (SD) comprises:

a. an analysis part (AP), adapted to analyze said
at least one physical object of said real environ-
ment of said first remote communications device
(CD1) and a respective motion of said at least
one physical object captured by said first com-
munications device (CD1); and
b. a 3-dimensional representation generating
part (3DGP), adapted to generate a 3-Dimen-
sional representation of said real environment
at said first remote communications device
(CD1) based on said analyzing said at least one
physical object of said real environment of said
first remote communications device (CD1) and
a respective motion of said at least one physical
objects captured at said first communications re-
mote device (CD1).

11. Server device (SD), according to claim 10, CHAR-
ACTERISED IN THAT said server device (SD) fur-
ther comprises:

c. a conflict resolution part (CRP), adapted to
generating a conflict resolution instruction for a
remote communications device of said plurality
of remote communications devices (CD1, CD2)
at least based on said analyzing said at least
one physical object of said real environment of
said first remote communications device (CD1)
and a respective motion of said at least one
physical object captured by said first remote
communications device (CD1).

12. Server device (SD), according to claim 11, CHAR-
ACTERISED IN THAT said
conflict resolution part (CRP), further is adapted to
generate a conflict resolution instruction for each re-
mote communications device of said plurality of re-
mote communication devices (CD1, CD2) addition-
ally based on at least one rule of said joint activity.

13. Server device (SD), according to claim 11 or 12,
CHARACTERISED IN THAT said conflict resolution
part (CRP), further is adapted to generate said con-
flict resolution instruction for a remote communica-
tions device of said plurality of remote communica-
tion devices (CD1, CD2) additionally is
based on analyzing said at least one physical object
of said real environment of said second or further
remote communications device (CD2) and said re-
spective motion of said at least one physical object
captured by a second or further remote communica-
tions device of said plurality of remote communica-
tions devices (CD1, CD2).

14. Second remote Communications device (CD2), for

use in a system according to claim 5, CHARACTER-
ISED IN THAT said second remote communications
device (CD2) comprises:

a. an augmenting part (AUP), adapted to aug-
ment a real environment of said second com-
munications device (CD2) with said 3-Dimen-
sional representation of said real environment
of said first remote communications device
(CD1).
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